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About This Game

Your goal is to confront and destroy the Demon and locate the lost
Crown of Peace. You will roam your once-beautiful land, routing out

the Demon's hateful minions, solving the mysteries of the fortress,
and moving ever closer to your final encounter with the Demon. Summon

your courage and raise your sword for a fight to the death.

Features:

7 Levels: At the Gates; Underdark, a cavern realm of molten lava;
Chambers of Torment, the dungeons of the fortress; The Commoners Quarters;

Garden of Eternity, the fortress courtyard; The King's Quarters; The Dragon's Den

Wage war with swords, axes, magic, and explosive weaponry through nine quests, seven
levels and five sublevels of the ultimate hack-and-slash action.

Fight for your clan and your world as one of four unique characters each possessing
distinct skills and abilities.

Casts spells, unravel puzzles, interact with extraordinary characters and destroy evil incarnate.

When you launch Clans, you will see a window pop up:

"Please insert the CLANS CD! Hit OK when done, or Cancel if you don't want any music."

This is an olde school Diablo type game, back in the days when games were run with the CD inserted. The interesting feature of
this particular game is that the

contents of the original CD contained only the music for the game. What this means is that you can put ANY music CD into
your CD player and the game will play it! If you don’t want to have music playing, simply hit ‘Cancel’ and the game will launch.

Have fun!

The original CD audio has been added to the game files. If you want to hear the original soundtrack, you will have to navigate to
your Steam directory where the game files for Clans reside. You will find a folder called "Clans music", and the audio files are

in there. Then you will have to burn an audio CD and put into your CD drive.
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to DEV]
Instead of making the defense slot mandatory to fill first,
please use a hint or mark other slots gray out to emphasize the defense slot is not complete,
it is annoying when I want to interchange a slot with the defense slot, I have to remove ALL other slot to do so.. Great game
already despite just entering early access. I can't wait to see what this one becomes.. This essentially turns the original OWH into
a demo, although it was a demo that I spent around 20 hours on without seeing everything.

There is significantly more content in this expansion than the original game, justifying the higher price, so you can play the
cheap version to see if you like it, then get all the extra stuff when the base game starts losing it's appeal.. my game when i was a
kid.. This IS a bit of an "in to the deep end!" game, so be ready to hit the ground running - and to make mistakes along the way.
Different leagues have different rules, and that follows here.

So far the only thing I have been disappointed about has been job offers coming while you're still guiding your team, then none
being offered in the off season! To take an offer from a team in another league, you literally have to abandon the team you're
with mid-season or mid-playoffs.. I'm getting a white screen here... any ways to get this fixed? anyone encountered something
similar?~
Thank you.. I like how the game looks tho <3 but cant seem to play it .... The price is a reasonable $4.99 on Steam. Android and
iOS users can get it for two dollars. It only took me a couple of hours to complete with the occasional glance at youtube. If you
don't look for help, or want to earn all of the possible achievements there is some re-playability but not too much.
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Played Spermination in Science while we were learning about DNA and that crap. Showed the teacher and she approved. Rate
10/10. Will probably get an E for science because of this game.. Not much to be said--it is Zup!.
Tons of achivements, low cost and relaxing "physics" puzzles.

Overall a must-have for fans of the franchise--especially if on sale.

--Looking forward to Zup! 5. Sigh, where to begin... The game looks nice and the idea is good. The story is... Meh. The audio is
not good and the crane audio hurts my ears. The music is repetitive and simple, but not that bad. The game so far is very easy on
medium difficulty, hitting a trap removes 1 to 2% of my life...

Now, I have to list alot of CONS:

-Some sounds will annoy you and make you want to leave some rooms ASAP.
-Gameplay is extremely repetitive.
-Lots of crash ( as of now, anyways. ) I crashed 3 times within 30 minutes and now I am stuck forever because whenever I exit
the saveroom, my game crashes. I am trying to contact the Dev at moment because I know he is active. UPDATE: The devs
fixed this bug and now after finding a key and dying, I cannot reload my game anymore.
-The monster variety is almost inexistant.
-The balance is not the best (some rooms have 4-5 monsters, some have a swarm of 30 at once...)
-No graphic options other than fullscreen.
-Cannot customize controls, SPACE to change weapons, W to jump, S to crouch.
-Screen tearing.
-The game feels clunky.
-There's no reloading on any guns, they have infinite ammos if you find that many.
-In some rooms, after making the slight mistake and letting the 50 robots chasing you hit you a single time, you be unable to
control your character until you die.

I don't recommend this game, all of this is fixable by the Devs if they want to make the game better (and playable, for me.). i
cant \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing play it .... i bought it and i cant even play the maps or anything just brings me back here ....
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. One of many under rated RTS games out there. Bought it in
a steam sale a while back and its brilliant, the maps arn't that big but thats no issue, commanding groups or single units with
extra off grid support. Its like a mash up of command and conquer meets company of heros.

The campain is fantastic and a good history lesson too if you love knowing about war.

Though it states only a few hours i've played at least 30 hours of this ^^. Rush for Berlin Gold is a realisticWorld War II strategy
game that involves the armed forces of the United States, Free France, Germany and the Soviet Union. The game contains solid
graphic even by 2017 standard. Every factions have historically accurate units. The game is very combat focused, which means
you don't have to worry about the economy and building bases. All you need to do is "Rush For Berlin".. gr8 m8 i r8 8/8. Why
wouldn't you give it a try for free? It is a pretty cool tech demo!
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